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SUMMARY

The nautical charting program ofthe National Ocean Service (NOS) has developed new computer-

assisted compilation and engraving procedures. The Marine Chart Division (MCD) continues to

expand automated charting processes and incorporates new technology into the production process.

MCD is editing vector and raster graphics and is developing interface software. During the past two

years, MCD has transitioned to a system that prepares all new paper chart editions using computer-

assisted production methods. This presentation includes the recent methods of computer-assisted

cartography used in the compilation and production processes.
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INTRODUCTION

MCD developed new automated techniques to improve chart production procedures during the past

two years. With fewer resources devoted to chart production, NOS added new technology to reduce

costs and increase productivity. The prior manual procedures were labor-intensive, time-consuming,

and expensive. A 6-month time lag for the entire reproduction process, including turnaround time,

was not uncommon.

Focus of the modernization process has been the computer editing of raster files. The initial goal

was to modernize the negative engraving process to reduce printing time and the engraving costs for

new paper chart editions. The maintained raster files were the source of raster chart editions as

byproducts ofthe paper charts.

DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER-ASSISTED REVISION SYSTEM

NOS has responded to the need to streamline the existing chart reproduction problem. MCD

developed the Computer-Assisted Revision System (CARS) method to prepare pre-press negatives.

Cartographers used a combination of automated and manual processes to produce the CARS

product. These computer-assisted revisions gave the cartographers in-house control over pre-press

production tasks, reducing the time and labor requirements.

MCD introduced the CARS concept to the reproduction process in the mid-1980's. The idea

consisted ofestablished methods for generating digital chart graphics and "kissing" film negatives

to an existing chart reproducible. New graphics were registered to the existing negatives while

superseded features and revised areas were dpaqued on the existing negatives. Before press-plate

exposure, negatives were photocomposited into a single negative for each color separate. The

creation of a new composite negative was important, since subsequent revisions would become

complicated if several negatives were retained for each color plate.

The initial CARS process presented several impediments. Notes and other type features depicted

on charts were difficult to collect, process, and plot with the precision required for the chart

production process. The registration of new data features, like aids to navigation, soundings, and
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hazards to navigation to existing charted data was tedious. The user could not "rubber sheet" digital

files to existing graphics. A scaling process was used to match the graphic output from raster images

to the existing negatives. The scaling rectified the deviation resulting from both material instability

ofthe original photocopy and instability with the manual input ofpositioning parameters. Negative

engravers revised areas filled with tints as a separate photocompositing step.

In 1992, the spiraling cost ofengraving chart reproducibles prompted MCD to reevaluate the CARS

process. The immediate goal was not to develop a database or create a complete charting system but

to automate the negative engraving process. MCD realized that it would not have a fully attributed

vector database in all geographic areas charted by NOS before the year 2000. In addition, MCD

acquired faster, more powerful microcomputers and graphic workstations. The development of

commercial applications software to process graphics enabled MCD to look for a new, more efficient

approach to CARS. The result was two new phases of CARS development.

SUPER COMPUTER-ASSISTED REVISION SYSTEM (SCARS)

The first phase, called Super Computer-Assisted Revision System (SCARS), applies the technique

of 'heads-up' vector data collection over a raster backdrop. SCARS is based on off-the-shelf

hardware and software products. Pentium microcomputers are equipped with a minimum of 32

megabytes ofRAM, ai} accelerated video card with 4 megabytes ofRAM, and a hard drive ofat least

2 megabytes. Every cartographer has a microcomputer equipped with a work station quality 21 -inch

monitor. All hardware is networked using the Windows NT 3.51 operating system. Other hardware

consists of two ANAtech 4080 Scanners and six Hewlett Packard 560C InkJet Plotters. A Scitex

280 Response System, which includes a drum laser photoplotter, generates film reproducibles.

Software for SCARS consisted of Intergraph off-the-shelf products supplemented by programs

developed at MCD. MicroStation 5.0 is a basic CADD package used to collect vector data. I/RAS

B 5.0 is used to edit raster data.

The SCARS process began with the development of raster nautical chart database. All negatives

used in the previous manual system were scanned on the ANAtech at a resolution of 720 dots-per-

inch (dpi). A group of files representing each color separate was created for every NOS chart. A

total ofapproximately 10,000 raster files were generated. All raster data were converted to the Run

Length Encoded (RLE) format.

In addition, all existing chart compilation drawings were scanned on the ANAtech. The user

adjusted the threshold tolerance on the scanner to recognize and capture the red ink revision and the

existing data on the chart. He transferred the scanned data to the workstation or microcomputer in

a Run Length Encoded (RLE) format. The scanned chart image was not vectorized, but maintained

as a raster file throughout the SCARS process. The cartographer used the Intergraph MicroStation

software to digitize revision from the chart drawing. He used the "heads up" technique to collect

vector data of revisions over the raster image ofthe chart.



The cartographer established a design file and added a measured coordinate system for the chart so

that digitized data registered to the scanned document. He digitized all features to a MicroStation

format as X,Y coordinate positions. All data generated in the design file were never converted to

geographic positions. Each feature retained its original coordinates because SCARS attempted to

produce an image matching the imperfect existing negatives. The cartographer collected each

distinct feature type to a specific color and level within the design file. Each combination of color

and level was linked to a cartocode, a three-digit integer that represented each specific nautical chart

feature. All symbology was generated in the design file from chart feature cell library, a feature

table that contained graphics meeting NOS charting standards. The cartographer viewed each feature

built to NOS specifications in the design file.

Cartographers collect text features from a MicroStation font library. The "bitfont" library contains

a variety of Swiss 721 fonts. A feature table includes each combination of text font, point size, and

color. The user selects the active text setting from the feature table before placing the text string.

Revisions to navigation aids and hazards are imported as digital data and projected into the design

file from the Critical Aids Database (CRIT). Software imports CRJT data, automatically selecting

and placing the correct feature symbol at the proper position in the design file. Software converts

geographic positions to the design file x,y coordinate system. Fields containing cartocode,

characteristics, and transaction type (add, delete, relocate) are placed in the file and merged with the

other vector data. The cartographer can edit the location of an inserted feature and rotate its

orientation. He can reach a text string of characteristics placed beside the feature symbol and

position type in the desired location. While at the workstation, he decides how each feature is

charted and performs compilation tasks previously done manually.

After all vector data are applied to the design file, the cartographer uses I/RAS B to rasterize all data

from the design file to the appropriate raster file. He revises all appropriate files representing tints.

AH data features collected in the design file are rasterized in an RLE file for each color separate. The

raster files are processed for plotting. Interim color proofs are made on the InkJet plotter at a

resolution of 300 dpi. These plots are used to verify revisions made to the raster files and quality

check the chart.

After all ofthe raster files are certified for production, MCD initializes the plotting process. A new

set ofpre-press negatives is plotted at a resolution of 720 dpi. All existing files are composited into

five files using the basic five colors for NOS charts. Variations of colors are screened on the same

color plate. NOS contracts for plotting services to supplement the in-house plotting on the Scitex

system. The private vendor uses a Mappsetter 6000 raster plotter for film writing. The film

negatives are registered and inspected in MCD before being sent to the Reproduction Branch,

Aeronautical Charting Division ofNOS for printing.



SCARS links the chart production process to other ongoing MCD activity. The Raster Nautical

Chart (RNC) Project makes raster copies ofeach newNOS chart edition. The raster chart images are

distributed to the public through a CRADA partner. This project is tied into the existing production

process. The existing RLE files are used to generate films for the production of new paper chart

editions. The same raster files are sent to the CRADA partner. SCARS ties into these operations

by using the RLE raster files prepared by the RNC project. SCARS employs a system ofvector data

collection and raster editing.

NOS is exploring the possibility ofeliminating the use ofpre-press negatives entirely. Photoplotters

can plot raster files on polyester image setting press plates. These plates have a special emulsion that

allows plotting of images from the laser plotter. They can be mounted directly on the printing

presses. This would lower labor and material costs and improve turnaround time and process

control. A single-step plate replaces the generation of film and plate combinations. MCD

cartographers can make color proofs directly from the raster files. Steps associated with inspection

and registration ofnegatives can be abolished. The cost of image setting plates is equal to that of

traditional precision line film and rapid access chemicals. To date, tests on the polyester image

setting press plates have been inconclusive but are continuing. The implementation of a system of

print on demand remains a possibility. Sales agents could receive raster files on-line and plot paper

charts at their location. The main issues are the cost of hardware, speed ofprinting, and quality of

output.

COMPUTED AIDED COMPILATION (CAC)

After the implementation of SCARS in 1994, MCD became aware that this system could be

expanded from a process ofelectronic engraving to a full compilation system. The Computer Aided

Compilation (CAC) system was developed and implemented. CAC included direct application of

source data at the computer station. Data source data was imported from external databases into the

vector design file. Source data was projected as geographic positions were converted to X,Y

positions. Features such as channel legends were maintained in off-line databases and ported into

the system for direct application on the screen. Hydrographic and topographic surveys were

imported into the vector design file from external sources. Manual compilation was eliminated for

topographic and hydrographic surveys and sources of the CRIT database. The cartographers

resolved multiple conflicting sources on-line. Some source data was analog and could not be easily

converted to a digital format. This data was scanned on the ANAtech and used as a raster reference

file in the compilation process.

STATUS OF COMPUTER ASSISTED REVISION

MCD has completely transitioned into the SCARS / CAC process. NOS has printed 235 new chart

editions during FY 96 and plans to print 300 new chart editions in FY 97. Manual negative

engraving has been eliminated. Supplemental negatives for color separates have been eliminated.

The maintenance of raster chart images has become the main focus. These images are used

exclusively to produce new paper chart editions and raster nautical charts.



MCD has more control ofthe chart reproduction cycle resulting in the reduction ofturnaround time.

The reproduction process has been reduced from four to six months to around four weeks. Print

dates are within one month of the date of issue.

Cartographers are compiling most ofthe source data using CAC procedures. Every cartographer in

MCD is using a microcomputer to do chart compilation. The function ofthe mylar chart drawing

compilation base has been eliminated.

NOS is moving toward a production system ofprint on demand. As arriving source is compiled in

a system of continual maintenance, the raster files are being kept up to date.

MCD is working on developing a system to apply all critical information reported in Notice to

Mariners publications of the United States Coast Guard This is in preparation for a chart update

service. NOS will provide the public with a set ofraster files that contain the application ofthese

revisions on a weekly basis. This could eventually be expanded to include other types ofsource data

in the future.
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